
TEN SQUARE GAMES CASE STUDY

PUTTING AUDIENCE-FIRST TO 
THE TEST: THE JOURNEY TO TEN 
SQUARE GAMES’ NEW HYBRID 
GAME 

Thanks to Solsten, we’re not only cutting development 
cost—we’re even more importantly getting very close to 
players. 

  Marcin Chelkowski, Head of Studio at Ten Square Games
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If you read our latest article on audience-first game design (or 
even if you didn’t), you probably know that there’s a movement 
afoot to reduce the time and money spent in game testing by 
designing with a firm focus on audience above all else. Game 
designers are done letting their development budget turn into a 
research budget. They’d rather design with confidence knowing 
they’ll make a hit game in a competitive space rather than blindly 
building and testing prototype after prototype.  
 
 
We get it. It’s why we developed a tool called Navigator, which 
our friends at Ten Square Games recently used to truly put 
audience-first design into play by designing their next game 
“with” the player. They used Solsten Navigator to help identify 
who their prospective players were, where opportunities lay, 
and what space they could tap into. The results: they are 
charging toward launch at a blistering pace—with a concept, art 
style, and mechanics they already know will resonate with their 
audiences. 

INTRODUCTION
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THE VISION

THE PROCESS

1 It all starts with audience definition. 

The Ten Square Games team envisioned a game for a rather 
stagnant market space—but wanted to design it by starting with 
the player in mind, not just making another knockoff game. It’s a 
crowded and competitive space, so they wanted to innovate and 
reach an audience beyond the typical idea of who plays that type 
of game.  
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Ten Square Games started with audience definition, working with 
Solsten to assess audiences in this competitive space while 
broadening their view into people who enjoy strategy games and 
role-playing games. Based on Solsten Navigator data, our teams 
identified five distinct persona types within this space. And, by 
personas, we mean something much more specific than broadly-
painted demographics: we get into the users’ shared 
psychological traits, values, personalities, motivations,  tastes, 
interests. 



Once we defined their five persona types, we discovered that two 
were particularly valuable prospective audiences.

“There are very distinct nuances about the most 
valuable prospective audiences--things they 
never would have known if they’d just designed 
based on stereotypes. These insights never 
would have been uncovered if we hadn’t dug 
in,” says Solsten co-founder Bastian Bergmann .
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Based on Solsten Navigator data, our 
teams identified five distinct persona 
types within their audience.

Key outcome



TARGET MARKET

PERSONAS

Navigator

Market data input

Exact audience
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Building the audience’s journey.

The team used what they’d learned about their game’s audience—
especially its most valuable two—to define the user journey: initial 
hook, core mechanics, secondary mechanics, and long-term 
commitment. Each was carefully strategized to maximize audience 
resonance down the road.  
 
The team was able to look in depth at what art styles each user 
persona would like, leveraging consistencies to define an 
overarching look while pulling in fun and unexpected elements 
that would heighten appeal to the two most valuable personas. 
Key to it all: the team was able to test on people who resembled 
their actual personas—and thus their eventual players. 

The team was able to test on people 
who resembled their actual personas
—and thus their eventual players. 

Key outcome

2
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Typically, game designers are forced to throw noodles at the wall 
and test hypotheses with extremely minimal prototypes--tested 
among generic audiences, at that—not necessarily their real 
prospective audience. Not only is this inefficient but it forces them 
to choose between “A” or “B” options early on, and it’s incredibly 
hard to walk back and redo one of those decisions later. 

“Usually, game designers have to rely on testing 
companies that have generic databases of 
game testers. But with us, Ten Square Games 
was able to test among their real intended 
audience, since it was clearly defined. The 
result: a highly creative, playful, and unexpected 
art style with elements of both ancient Tokyo 
and clever Alice in Wonderland style nods 
throughout. It’s something Ten Square Games’ 
designers couldn’t have anticipated without 
these insights, but now they’re poised to do 
extremely well,” says Jonna Koivisto, Solsten’s 
Gaming Research Scientist.  
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Framing the prototype.

Since Ten Square Games and Solsten’s audiences have been 
aligned from the game’s very inception, development cycles have 
been twice as fast as usual, and Ten Square Games has been able 
to create far fewer prototype iterations. It’s added up to money 
saved, time saved, clear team direction, faster launch, and, with 
the game set to launch shortly, they anticipate far better metrics 
than usual. 

“Thanks to Solsten, we’re not only cutting 
development cost—we’re even more importantly 
getting very close to players. It gives us a lot of 
confidence that the game we’re building will 
create a sense of ‘Wow, that game was made for 
me,’ among players.”  
       Marcin Chelkowski, Head of Studio at Ten Square Games

Development cycles have been 
twice as fast as usual, and Ten Square 
has been able to create far fewer 
prototype iterations. 

Key outcome
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YOUR TEAM CAN TAKE THE 
GAMBLE OUT OF GAME DESIGN, 

When you can look deeper into your audience, you can:

Validate your intuition (mechanics, theme, art, etc.) 
 
Know your marketability 
 
Understand your audience-market potential 
 
Compare your current games to the genre’s they’re in 
 
Launch faster--and do it with confidence  
 
Optimize your game’s overall market potential 

Even though launch hasn’t even happened yet, the creative/ 
discovery process is already a success in Ten Square Games’ 
book.
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With exceptionally detailed audience insights, you do more than 
develop successful games: you make the entire process more 
efficient, more accurate, and infinitely more cost-effective. 
Designers are empowered to do their absolute best work. It 
positions entire companies to thrive. The gaming industry as we 
know it can jump into a new era of better games. 

WHAT’S NEXT

Watch for the second post in this series, in which we have a look at 
Ten Square Games’ results after launching.  
 
And if you’re ready to apply the superpowers of Solsten Navigator 
to your next game design, just reach out.  

Contact us

mailto:florian@12traits.com


www.getsolsten.com

Breaking ground as the most powerful 
tool for truly understanding your players 

through deep psychological insights  

Contact us

mailto:florian@12traits.com
http://getsolsten.com

